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With the exponential growth of the World Wide Web in recent years and the progress
of information technology, the business market is changing its strategy for a modern online
business environment. Autonomous Decentralized Database System(ADDS), based on autonomous coordinating subsystems, has been proposed as a system architecture in order to
meet the innovative e-business requirements. Autonomy and decentralization of subsystems
help achieving high response time in highly competitive situation and an autonomous Mobile
Agent based coordination has been proposed to achieve ﬂexibility in a highly dynamic environment. Further, this paper proposes the autonomous reconﬁguration technology in ADDS
in order to adapt the system to changing heterogeneous requirements. Based on the complementary requirements of the subsystems, heterogeneity distribution has been deﬁned to
accomplish the reconﬁguration process. This autonomous reconﬁguration technology consists
of autonomous division and integration of the system, based on the ever-changing situation,
to assure high response time. Simulation of the proposed technology shows its eﬀectiveness
for a large scale system and rapidly evolving situations.

dynamic environment, intense competition and
possible business losses, the system must provide high response time, fault-tolerance and
ﬂexibility.
A new system architecture, Autonomous Decentralized Database System (ADDS), has been
proposed in order to satisfy the enhanced requirements of current online e-business applications. This system architecture is inspired by
Autonomous Decentralized Systems 2),3) , where
a number of autonomous subsystems are loosely
connected through a Data Field (DF). This system has been shown to have properties of real
time, fault-tolerance and online expansion in
high-assurance systems 4),5) . Similarly, the Autonomous Decentralized Database System 6) is
based on the concept that each site in the integrated system is completely autonomous. The
attribute Allowable Volume (AV) has been deﬁned to provide decentralization and thus to
achieve real time updates on each site 7) . A Mobile Agent (MA), an autonomous entity, is devised for coordination by the continuous adjustment of AV among the sites 8) . The completely
autonomous architecture provides the ﬂexibility in the system and the decentralization offers high availability.The coordination among
the sites,however, requires ﬁnite time, and as
the number of sites in the system increases,
the average response time of the system also
tends to increase. For such a situation, an autonomous reconstruction technology has been

1. Introduction
In recent years, the advent of information
technology has aﬀected the consumer and business world markedly. With the wide spread
use of the Internet, while on the one hand,
a service provider is able to oﬀer global services, a customer on the other hand, is powered by global access ability. As a result, the
customers are ought to be more demanding and
the conditions of service provision are becoming more and more stringent. Moreover, due to
the wide choice range, the users’ trends have
become highly dynamic and unpredictable and
the total system is becoming chaotic. Also, under this situation, even a temporary failure of
service provider leads to business failures. In
short, the companies are unable to predict the
users’ demands and are threatened of business
failures due to the intense competition around
the globe. In this background, the need for cooperation among multiple companies and the
strategic alliances -such as the Supply Chain
Management System- is ever increasing 1) .
The environment and the market trends being so diversiﬁed and dynamic, new system architectures are required by the heterogeneous
e-business entities for mutual cooperation to enhance individual capabilities in regard to diversiﬁed customer’s trends. Considering the
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Table 1 Application and system requirements.
Application needs
Heterogeneous needs
Dynamic environment
and preferences
One-click response
Continuous Service

System needs
Heterogeneity
Flexibility
Timeliness
Fault Tolerant

proposed for achieving high response time. This
reconstruction involves the heterogeneity distribution of complementary requirements of the
sites, in order to improve the average system
response time.
2. Requirements
2.1 Application Requirements
As stated earlier, the environment in which
a consumer accesses a service provider is continuously changing. The service providers offer a variety of services, and customer is free
to access the service from any where in the
world. This situation introduces high competition as customer wants one-click response to
his request. Similarly even a temporary failure
in service provision may distract the customer
to other service providers. Moreover, considering the dynamic market environment, the customers’ demand at the retailer sites is changing
in time and space. The service providers always need to adapt to this change in customer
trend. On some sites, due to the increase in the
customers demand, increased amount of products may be required to decrease the risk of
opportunity loss, i.e., the loss of business by
missing the business opportunity. On the other
hand, some sites may need to dispose oﬀ its extra stock or inventory in order to reduce the
stock cost risk due to the over inventory or the
excessive stock at the site compared to the customers demands. So there exist heterogeneous
needs, not only among the makers and retailers
but also among multiple retailers itself, changing with time.
2.2 System Requirements
The system needs for the integration of
DB systems which can cope with the application needs mentioned above are summarized in
Table 1. For a distributed database system in
an environment like the Internet, in order to
satisfy the heterogeneous needs, such as the reduction of the opportunity-loss and the stockloss cost; and to realize the adaptability of the
system, timeliness, fault tolerance, and ﬂexibility are needed.

Fig. 1 ADDS architecture.

3. Autonomous Decentralized
Database System
Considering the application and system requirements in a dynamic and unpredictable
environment Autonomous Decentralized Database System (ADDS) has been proposed in order to satisfy the requirements and to cope with
highly dynamic environment 6) . In ADDS the
operational database systems of autonomous
business sites with heterogeneous needs can be
integrated into a common environment without
violating each other’s characteristics as compared to conventional approaches 9),10) . The
system architecture of ADDS is shown in
Fig. 1.
Sites in the system are completely autonomous in local update process without communicating with any master site, hence providing the real time capability to the system. The Mobile Agent (MA) is responsible
for autonomous coordination among the sites.
The interaction of autonomous sites and autonomous MA forms a Data Field where the
sites and the mobile agent can communicate
autonomously, hence allowing sites to negotiate
their needs ﬂexibly 11),12) . The detailed mechanism of the ADDS architecture is given in the
following.
3.1 Loosely-Consistency Management
Technology
In ADDS, each site holds Allowable Volume
(AV) which deﬁnes the maximum permissible
volume with in which each site can have local updates autonomously. This AV is deﬁned
on all numeric data and represents a ﬂexible
amount that can be managed by negotiation
among the autonomous cooperating entities.
Considering a typical example example of online Supply Chain System, where autonomous
sites of makers and retailers are integrated, if
there is some request of a product (deﬁned by
AV) on one site and this requested amount is
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less than the AV on this site, the sites can immediately update this request without communicating with any other site and the consistency
of the distributed database is also preserved 7) .
Hence the real time in updates is achieved. On
the other hand, if the requested amount is more
than the local AV available at his site, the site
is required to coordinate and arrange the lacking amount of AV from other sites, described in
the following.
3.2 Background Coordination
Technology
A background AV coordination, performed
by an autonomous MA, is devised to adapt the
system to evolving situations by allocating AV
in advance among the sites that has diﬀerent
time constraints for updating. The consumers’
needs at each site change dynamically and independently, and therefore the amount of AV
at each site is required to be optimized. In this
process some sites may run into frequent shortage of volume and some other sites might have
surplus volume. Thus, an adjustment of AV
among the sites is required. The performance of
the whole system greatly depends on the strategy utilized by the MA for the allocation of
AV. For this paper we utilize the supply-based
mechanism which has been proposed for a timeliness coordination. In this strategy the amount
of AV that the MA can coordinate is freely determined by the current AV demand/oﬀer from
the sites 8) .
3.2.1 Autonomous MA Circulation
Mechanism
In ADDS, the MA moves among all the sites
in order to maintain the consistency of the system, thus forming a logical dual-ring network.
Each site in the system is furnished with a Site
Information Table (SIT), that records the information of the neighboring sites directly connected to it (in front and behind).
When the MA visits a site, it can get the address of the next site from the SIT. For example,
once the MA ﬁnishes the adjustment of AV in
site 3, it can know according to the SIT that
the next site it must visit is site 0. Thus, the
MA gets the address of the site 0 and moves
to it. In the case of a new site integrates to
the system, such as site 4, this site has to start
an initializing process by sending an initial MA
for searching a site that belongs to the system.
When the initial MA reaches such site, such
as site 3, this MA keeps the data contained in
the SIT of the site and adds the information
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of its host site. Then initial MA goes back to
the original site and rewrites the SIT with the
information that has carried from the founded
site. Finally, it ﬁnishes the reconstruction process of the dual-ring network by modifying the
SIT of the site that was linked as next site, site
0, to the founded site.
3.2.2 Autonomous Fault Detection
and Recovery
Due to the inherent decentralized nature of
the architecture, the ADDS provides high availability and fault-tolerance. In case of the failure
of some sites in the system, the rest of the system keeps on working normally. Even in case of
failure of MA the sites still can work normally
with their allocated amount of AV. But under
a highly changing environment, the demand of
AV at diﬀerent sites may change rapidly and
an eﬃcient coordination among the sites is inevitable. Under such a situation, an immediate
recovery of the failing MA and the corresponding AV has been presented in this section. In
this technology, each site in the system detects
the failure of the MA if it is not able to receive
it in a speciﬁc time. The site that detects the
MA’s failure generates a new MA who will start
moving around the DF instead of the MA that
had a failure. The new MA can recover the
AV by visiting each site and grasping the site’s
stock Ci [ of site i ], the AV value(AVi ) and
the increase or decrease of the AV value ∆AVi
during MA failure duration. Once the new MA
completes one cycle, the lost AV carried by the
failed MA can be recovered using the following
expression.
n

(Ci + AVi − AVi ) [nsite]
AVM A =
i=0

In this scheme the multiple MA may exist
momentarily due to multiple fault detection at
autonomous sites, only the MA generated by
the site with highest ID in the system will exist
ﬁnally as the site having an ID higher than the
MA will suppress that MA and only the MA
with highest ID will exist in the system, hence
the consistency of the updates is achieved.
The MA timeout at each site is set by the
mobile agents’s circulation time based on MA’s
actual visits on each site. Under this condition,
on the initialization stage of the system no site
has knowledge of number of sites and the MA
circulation time. If during its ﬁrst cycle, the
MA fails then no site can at all detect the MA
failure time. For this reason, a minimum initial
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timeout, in the initialization stage is set by each
site.
4. System Size and the Response Time
This paper examines the critical relation between the user’s response time and the number
of sites in a typical integrated system and proposes a dynamic solution for the reconstruction
of the system.
If Ru represents the user demand at any particular instant on a particular site in the system,
AV i is the amount of product volume on this
site, and AVall is the total AV in the system
then on the arrival of a user request on site i
there exist two cases:
i.
AVi ≥ Ru
In this case site i has enough AV to
satisfy the user’s demand immediately.
Therefore the response time to the user
Tw is just the local processing time TCAV
on this site, i.e.,
T w1 = TCAV
ii.

AVi < Ru
When the site does not have the enough
AV to satisfy the user’s demand the site
collects the lacking amount of AV from
the mobile agent carrying extra AV from
other sites in the system. If TM A is
the time to complete the MA one cycle among the sites, the average time for
the MA to reach the demanding site can
safely be stated as TM A /2. If the probability that MA is already carrying the
required amount of lacking MA when it
arrives the demanding site is p1 then the
user’s response time in this case T w2 can
be written as follows
T w2 = TCAV +
TM A
+
2
∞

(1 − p1 )k · p1 · kTM A
k=0

Moreover, if the probability that AVM A ≥
Ru − AVi is represented as p2 then the user’s
average response time T w is given by
T w = TCAV +
(1 − p2 )
∞


1
+
2
k



(1 − p1 ) · p1 · k TM A

k=0

(1)

Fig. 2 Response time vs. number of sites.

Figure 2 shows the results of an experiment
done under the simulation conditions and parameters described in Section 7.1. As it can be
observed, the response time required to completely satisfy the user demands has a trade-oﬀ
between the MA circulation time and the total
number of MA circulations in the system before
satisfying the user demand. We observe that
the number of sites in the system has a marked
eﬀect on the average user’s response time, i.e.,
it is quite susceptible to change in total number
of sites and the diversity in their heterogeneous
needs.
5. Autonomous Reconfiguration Technology
In this section, the autonomous reconstruction technology is proposed in order to realize
the real-time property when the number of sites
and diversity of sites’ requirements change in
the system.
5.1 Total amount of AV, Response
Time and the System size
Considering a ﬁxed system size, the number
of circulations that the MA needs in order to
complete the user request is considered, NM A
can be written as

1
+
NM A = (1 − p2 )
2

∞

k
(1 − p1 ) · p1 · k
(2)
k=0

From this relation, we see that p2 , the probability of getting enough volume on the ﬁrst site,
depends on the total allowable volume AVall
in the system and increases with increase in
AVall . p1 , the probability of MA having enough
volume to satisfy a certain site’s demand at a
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particular instant, however is much more complex in nature and also depends on the number
of sites with heterogeneous needs besides the
AVall . When the number of sites in the system
is large, the MA has the opportunity to visit
more sites with heterogeneous needs in a unit
of time and hence the MA’s probability of getting the AV increases. On the other hand, with
a system having less number of sites, the MA
will visit the same sites repeatedly during the
same time interval and the probability to ﬁnd
sites with diverse needs decreases. Therefore,
p1 on the one hand is an increasing function of
AVall and a decreasing function of number of
sites in the system. And NM A is a decreasing
function of both p1 and p2 . Under this observation our technique proposes an autonomous
division of the total system into multiple autonomous subsystems and integration of multiple systems into single system while optimizing
the user’s response time.
5.2 Division/Integration and the Heterogeneous Requirements
As it is clear by now, the sites in the ADDS
take advantage of synergic eﬀects of integration
and diversity of diﬀerent sites in the system
help them coordinate each other in a complementary way. For example, some sites want to
decrease the stock cost and want to give away
the volume, the other sites on the other hand
may want to decrease their opportunity loss
arising from shortage of volume and want to
gain some extra volume immediately. As mentioned in the previous section, the heterogeneity
in site’s requirements increases with increase in
total number of sites. Therefore with a large
integrated system the probability of satisfying
each other requirements increases but at the
same time due to the increase in the MA circulation time the average user’s response time
tends low. While on the other hand, the MA
circulation time in a small system decreases, the
heterogeneity of the sites’ requirements also decreases, hence the user’s response time does not
eﬀectively improved. As depicted in Fig. 3, an
experiment done under the simulation conditions and parameters described in Sect. 7.1 with
variable total AV, there exists a trade-oﬀ between the user’s response time and the number
of sites in the system. The system can then
be divided or integrated based on this trade
oﬀ. Considering AVall constant, the number of
MA circulations NM A increases with the number of divisions of the total system. In case of
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Fig. 3 Total AV and division/integration.

large and equally distributed AVM A , the division of the system improves the user’s response
time. But if the AVall is short and not equally
distributed, though the integration of multiple
systems into one system increases the TM A , the
average response time is improved. The total
amount and distribution of AV among the sites
(heterogeneity distribution) play an important
role for the average response time. Division of
system into multiple small systems is only eﬀective when the heterogeneity distribution among
the sites is uniform, otherwise the division does
not necessarily improve the response time and
rather integration of the system is required.
6. Autonomous Reconfiguration of
Autonomous Decentralized
Database Systems
In this section we propose the autonomous
division/integration of the system based on the
heterogeneity distribution evaluation. The following subsections explain the mechanism.
6.1 Heterogeneity Distribution Evaluation
Under given AVall , the average response time
depends on the size of the system. Thus division of system into multiple systems improves
the response time in each system provided each
reduced system becomes self suﬃcient in its allowable volume, ie., the sites have high heterogeneity in demands throughout the system.
This heterogeneity of sites’ demand being a
detrimental factor in the system reconstruction
process, we have deﬁned Heterogeneity Distribution among the sites. Considering Vk as the
allowable volume at site k and Dk the corresponding user’s demand on this site, the heterogeneity distribution is given as follows:
α
1  (Vk − Vk−1 )2
(3)
h= ·
2
α
Vk2 + Vk−1
k=1
where α represents the total number of sites.
Mobile agent, while moving among the sites,
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Fig. 4 Autonomous division technology (a).

Fig. 6 Autonomous integration technology (a).

Fig. 5 Autonomous division technology (b).

Fig. 7 Autonomous integration technology (b).

gathers this information from each site and determines whether to divide/integrate the system based on some preset threshold value of
h, i.e., for a certain threshold values of d and
d , the MA can decide to divide if h ≥ d and
to integrate if h < d . Hence when the heterogeneity among the sites is highly distributed
the division of the system improves the response
time and on the other hand, when the heterogeneity is only concentrated in certain regions
of the system the division makes the response
time even worse in some of reduced systems and
rather integration of these systems is required.
The two level thresholds (i.e., d and d ) is used
in order to provide a stability in the reconstruction process in a highly dynamic environment.
6.2 Autonomous Division of ADDS
The autonomous MA circulating among the
sites reads the each site’s demand versus allowable volume information, gathers this information from the sites during its regular visit on
each site and evaluates the heterogeneity distribution given by Eq. (2). In case the heterogeneity distribution value is larger than the given
threshold value decides to divide the system.
As the system being dynamic and unknown the
optimum system size can not be determined,
the system is divided into half each time until
each portion reaches to some optimum size.
The division process in ADDS is described in

Figs. 4 and 5.
6.3 Autonomous Integration in ADDS
If the heterogeneity distribution in a ADDS
becomes less than a certain threshold value, the
response time in this system starts increasing
irrespective of the smaller size of the system.
In this situation, the system should be allowed
to intermix with more sites having high heterogeneity thus increasing the chances of MAs
satisfaction in a larger system. This can be
achieved by integration of the existing multiple
systems into one large system. In a large integrated system, though the MA circulation time
increases, the average response time, however,
is improved due to extended chances of MA satisfaction during one cycle. As in the division
case, the integration of ADDS is explained in
Figs. 6 and 7.
7. Evaluation
7.1 Simulation Model
Following our application example, we modelled a typical supply chain system, consisting
of a maker and a dynamic number of retailers
joining or leaving the system autonomously and
total number of sites ranging from 4 to 30 for
the simulation purpose. A random number of
users were generated at each site, demanding a
random amount of AV at diﬀerent instants of
time. The user arrival rate on each site is taken
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Table 2 Simulation parameters.
Number of Nodes
Bandwidth
User Timeout
Request Arrival Rate Users
AV Demand User Users
Number of Makers
Produce of AV
Produce AV Period
Db Access Time
MA Size
MA Processing Time
Total Initial AV
Simulation Time
User Requests Dist. (skew)

4 – 30
500 – 2,000 [Kbps]
3,000 [ms]
0 – 2,000 [ms]
1–5
1
1,500
50 [ms]
100 [ms]
20 [KB]
100 [ms]
3,000
300,000 [ms]
0.75

randomly between 0 to 2,000 ms. The total AV
in the system is supposed to be suﬃcient and
always greater than the total users’ demand.
Each time, the total AV reduces to 10 percent
of the total demands, the maker generates a
new stock of the product and supplies it to the
retailers. We study the case where servers receive transactions according to a highly-skewed
Zipf distribution (0.75) that is the most common case in a very dynamic environment like
the Internet. The system parameters used in
this simulation are achieved by the implementation of the system on the Internet, using jdk
1.2.2 for the mobile agent and the agent platform implementation on each site. Also each
site was having a PostgreSQL 7.1.3 database
system. The following table (Table 2) gives
the realistic measure of the parameters used in
the simulation under the above stated implementation.
7.2 Results
The results shown in Fig. 8 signify the advantage of autonomous reconstruction in ADDS
based on the heterogeneity distribution of needs
among the multiple sites. The results clearly
show the improved response time as compared
to an ADDS system without the technology,
especially for large number of sites. And the
improvement margin increases with increase in
the number of sites. For small number of sites
(less than 12 in ﬁgure), the autonomous reconstruction process has some overhead and therefore the average response time in this case has
been shown low. This is due to the fact that
the MAs, during the division/integration process, has to reroute them strayed from their
normal route thus the response of a small number of forthcoming sites in their normal route
is disturbed. But for a relatively large number of sites, this eﬀect is negligible and as seen

Fig. 8 Simulation result.

from the ﬁgure, outperforms the conventional
system. In this sense, the proposed technology
is only eﬀective in a database system with the
characteristics of ADDS in which the data is
partitioned among the sites (AV) and there exists an intelligent entity, such as the MA, that
while realizing the allocation and coordination
of AV it can detect the heterogeneity in the distribution of the data and start the reconﬁguration of the system.
8. Conclusion
Due to the wide spread use of information
technology in business market, we have examined the very nature and trend shift in the
modern online business environment. The system being of gigantic size, the environment is
highly dynamic and unpredictable. Under this
background, the conventional systems can not
sustain in satisfying highly competitive and demanding requirements of service providers as
well as customers. Autonomous Decentralized
Database System has been presented as an innovative system architecture in order to meet
the innovative e-business requirements. The
system has characteristic feature of subsystem
autonomy, most demanding feature in an unpredictable large scale system. Each database
site in the integrated system is provided with
autonomy for its local updates, thus providing
a real time property. Further, autonomous mobile agent technology is used for address free
coordination among all the database sites, this
technique resolves the heterogeneous needs in
the system and oﬀers a ﬂexibility in a highly
dynamic environment. The autonomous reconstruction in ADDS is proposed to adapt the sys-
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tem to changing heterogeneous requirements.
In a system where no single subsystem has total
knowledge of the system, an autonomous way of
division and integration is proposed to improve
the average system response time. The technique has been shown eﬀective while using the
realistic parameters obtained from a real implementation of the system. Though the applicability of the system has been discussed with a
typical e-business application — supply chain
system, the architecture is applicable to variety
of information service systems either on LAN
or on the Internet.
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